
Retargeting

Additional reach without wastage -
this increases the effectiveness and
reduces the cost of your campaign 
More attention 
Reaching the core target group 
Higher attention for your banner due
to multiple addressing  
Image enhancement through
presence on renowned websites 
Maximum control of your campaign
through guaranteed playouts and
comprehensive reporting

Retargeting is an advertising
technique that allows you to target 
 your customers who have already
shown interest in the industry. 
When a user visits lift-journal.com,
we can follow them after their visit
using cookies. If the user then visits
another website, your banner will be
played to him there as well.

What is Retargeting?

What are my benefits?

https://www.lift-journal.com/
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You first pay for the banner on our website lift-journal.com. For this monthly price
(between €390 and €650) you book at least 50,000 ad impressions for the
hyperlocal advertising campaign, the thousand-contact price (CPM) is €45 - so in
our example this is €2,250 for retargeting (plus the banner costs on the
LIFTjournal website).

Inline Rectangle (MPU)
Mobile Interstitial
Banner 2:1
Billboard (big)
Billboard 
Halfpage Ad
Leaderboard 
Maxi Ad 

300 x 250 
300 x 300
300 x 150 
970 x 250 
800 x 250 
300 x 600
320 x 50  
800 x 600

If you operate your own ad server, you can alternatively send us an ad banner
AdTag. This is a referring code to the banners on your ad server. We will then
integrate this code into our system. We support all common AdServer systems
available on the market.

We require the following banner formats

How much will it cost me?

Specs

- Image (.gif or .jpg): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure
- Animation length: animated ads must become static after 30 seconds
- 3rd party (javascript or html): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure
- iFrame only possible from DoubleClick
- Target URL to which the banners should be linked to

Banner AdTag 
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Hyperlocal
Marketing 

If you want to reach your potential customers in the immediate vicinity of your
company, the hyperlocal advertising strategy is an effective way to target local
customers. Instead of a national or Europe-wide campaign that targets a broader
audience, this form of advertising allows you to specifically address the needs and
interests of people in your region.

At trade shows, you can use Hyperlocal Marketing to target trade show visitors
and present your new products or services. By targeting the attention of visitors,
you increase your chances of successful networking, sales or lead generation.

Hyperlocal marketing also helps you find new employees and trainees. By playing
your job ad hyperlocally, you reach potential candidates in your region who have a
heightened interest in a job near you.

What are my benefits?

Targeted approach of potential customers on site 

Increased visibility and awareness of your company

Effective use of limited marketing resources, as the campaign is restricted to
your company's immediate area 

Opportunity to strengthen existing relationships with local customers or
partners 

Digitally extend awareness of your company or trade show novelty 

Via a landing page or a link to your website, you can provide your potential
customers with further important information - including multimedia, of
course
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You first pay for the banner on our website lift-journal.com. For this monthly price
(between €390 and €650) you book at least 50,000 ad impressions for the
hyperlocal advertising campaign, the thousand-contact price (CPM) is €65 - so in
our example this is 3,250 € for a hyperlocal marketing campaign (plus the banner
costs on the LIFTjournal website).

Inline Rectangle (MPU)
Mobile Interstitial
Banner 2:1
Billboard (big)
Billboard 
Halfpage Ad
Leaderboard 
Maxi Ad 

300 x 250 
300 x 300
300 x 150 
970 x 250 
800 x 250 
300 x 600
320 x 50  
800 x 600

If you operate your own ad server, you can alternatively send us an ad banner
AdTag. This is a referring code to the banners on your ad server. We will then
integrate this code into our system. We support all common AdServer systems
available on the market.

We require the following banner formats

How much will it cost me?

Specs

- Image (.gif or .jpg): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure 
- Animation length: animated ads must become static after 30 seconds 
- 3rd party (javascript or html): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure 
- iFrame only possible from DoubleClick 
- Target URL to which the banners should be linked to

Banner AdTag 
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Account Based
Marketing
Your customers are business customers? B2B - that is your form of advertising?
Then Account-Based-Marketing (ABM) is an interesting extension for you! 
You define which companies you want to reach with your campaign. Your
advertising banners are then displayed to your customers on the websites of our
partners.

By targeting accounts, we can ensure that you reach the companies you want
with the messages you want.

Because marketing activities are tailored to the exact needs of your potential
customers, the likelihood of a customer response is higher. 

ABM allows you to build a personalized and individual relationship with your
potential business customers. This can strengthen customer relationships in
the long run. 

Marketing and sales benefit from this data.

Targeted advertising means you have no wasted coverage in your campaign.

In the report we provide at the end of the campaign, you can see which
companies have been reached and activated.

Benefits

https://www.lift-journal.com/


identifying your corporate customers is the first step. Your sales/marketing
department compiles the company data and profiles of the potential
customers that already exist in your company or/and you research which
companies could be interesting for you as new customers.
each potential ABM campaign is unique and therefore you should ensure that
the marketing messages are tailored to the specific needs and interests of
each target company. 
collaboration between marketing and sales team is key to ensure that you get
and evaluate the optimal campaign.

To increase the success of your ABM, you should proceed like this: 

1.

2.

3.

At the end, you will receive a report from us with the evaluation of your campaign.
You will be informed which banners have been clicked on the most and which
companies have responded more often.

What do I have to do for this?

Sample report after the campaign is completed

https://www.lift-journal.com/


Campaign procedure
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You book at least 50,000 ad impressions for the ABM-campaign, the thousand-
contact price (CPM) is €95- in our example this is €4,750 for an ABM-campaign.

Inline Rectangle (MPU)
Mobile Interstitial
Banner 2:1
Billboard (big)
Billboard 
Halfpage Ad
Leaderboard 
Maxi Ad 

300 x 250 
300 x 300
300 x 150 
970 x 250 
800 x 250 
300 x 600
320 x 50  
800 x 600

If you operate your own ad server, you can alternatively send us an ad banner
AdTag. This is a referring code to the banners on your ad server. We will then
integrate this code into our system. We support all common AdServer-Systems
available on the market.

We require the following banner formats

How much will it cost me?

Specs

- Image (.gif or .jpg): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure
- Animation length: animated ads must become static after 30 seconds
- 3rd party (javascript or html): max. 150 KB and SSL-secure
- iFrame only possible from DoubleClick
- Target URL to which the banners should be linked to

Banner AdTag 
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lift-journal.com

ULRIKE LOTZE
Editor-in-Chief and Advertising Sales

BERND LORENZ
Editor and Advertising Sales

REBEKKA MEYER
Online Ad Management

KAI SCHMELTER
Disposition
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